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Club-A-Rama Week 38:

Pleasure Island

MOBY DICK HUNT
1963 Wakefield, MA

This week is a reissued figurine from 49 years ago (1963) that as a figure is more commonly seen - but not from
its original venue!  MOLDVILLE's Pilot Whale moldset is engraved "PLEASURE ISLAND".  With that as our only
hint to start our research, we found ourselves sorting through a ton of surly websites . . .  :) But then, alas, we not
only hit on THE Pleasure Island that we were looking for, we had positive confirmation with the image of a vintage
plastic Pilot Whale souvenir figure.

 

 

 

Posted on a website dedicated to yet another long-gone amusement park
(http://friendsofpleasureisland.org), is this image, along with a note by the proud
owner: 

"Plastic whale extruded from Pleasure Island machine . . .."

And whalla!  Yet another Mold-A-Rama history mystery solved by MOLDVILLE!

Pleasure Island in Wakefield, Massachusetts was a short lived (1959-1969) but much loved amusement park.  It 
was Boston's answer to Disneyland, and was marketed as "Disneyland of the East."  It seems though that New
England's relatively short summers hampered profits of an outdoor amusement park.  Go figure!



Pleasure Island covered 80 acres, featuring lots of rides, including the Pirate Ride, the Space Rocket, but the
main attraction was the MOBY DICK RIDE that centered upon the search for the great white whale.  As riders in
boats floated along a lazy waterway a spouting mechanical whale surprised the riders and rose from the depths.



The location is now ...

        go ahead and guess ...

               no it's NOT condominiums -

                                           it's an Office Park!



I played with the MOBY DICK HUNT Pilot Whale in Glow-In-The-Dark wax.  Pretty cool!



The MOBY DICK HUNT Pilot Whale, engraved "PLEASURE ISLAND" dates to 1963.

Adding to the evidence that the Pilot Whale moldset was
first used at Pleasure Island in Wakefield, Massachusetts
is the fact that we found a SECOND original Pilot Whale
moldset with the same engraving to "PLEASURE
ISLAND".

Disclaimers:  The color and/or exact condition of the MOLD you get in the CLUB-A-RAMA may or may not be as shown.  Not for children under 3.

Please visit the facebook page called 'Moldville', and 'LIKE' it, to keep up to date:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/MOLDVILLE/156515454416041?success=1

If YOU would like to own this very moldset (and perhaps even include a fully operating MOLDVILLE machine
to go with it) so you can reissue your own souvenirs from 50 years ago, please email
MoldvilleMachine@gmail.com TODAY - before someone else beats you to it!
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